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DAVOSA Apnea Diver | #apneaworldtour 

The winning report of the #apneaworldtour: 
Egypt with Thilo Eisenhardt 
 

At the end of the #apneaworldtour, the jury had to rate 
the individual travel reports and evaluate the feedback 
of the social media contributions. Now, the winner is 
finally certain: it is Thilo Eisenhardt! 

In his report, Thilo discovered the El Quadim Bay at the 
Red Sea together with our Apnea Diver Automatic. In 
his extensive travelogue he told about exciting 
encounters underwater, relaxing on the beach and 
how the unique timepiece helped him. 

 

 

 

With so many exciting stations and impressive imagery, the jury did not find it easy to make the 
decision based on various point-weighted evaluation criteria and positive feedback from the 
supporters on Facebook and Instagram. It was a very close result. 

Thilo Eisenhardt finally convinced with his contribution, describing his shift from scuba to free 
diving, and his dives between exciting underwater scenes and relaxing breathing exercises with 
the Apnea Diver on the beach. He has illustrated his experiences through impressive and varied 
photos, which take the reader directly on the trip to the Red Sea. The positive impression was 
supported by the numerous, positive feedback from the online community. 

According to the jury, the contribution of Birgit Standhartinger, who impressed with a very vivid 
travel report and great social media support, also deserves special recognition. The extensive, 
exciting underwater experience of Etay Nir from Israel and the varied and impressive travel 
photos by Jonas Heeb in the Philippines will remain unforgettable. 

All travelogues will remain available on the blog after the campaign has ended and are worth a 
visit and a thought journey. 
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DAVOSA would like to thank all for their participation and wishes Thilo Eisenhardt many 
unforgettable moments with his new Apnea Diver Automatic - true to the brand motto "Enjoy 
the Moment". 

 

You can find the report by Thilo Eisenhardt via the following link: 

https://www.davosa.com/en/information/blog/travel-report-6-egypt-with-thilo-eisenhardt 

 

You can find the #apneaworldtour travel reports on our blog and on the campaign page:  

http://www.davosa.com/en/information/blog/ 

https://www.davosa.com/en/information/apneaworldtour/ 

 

 

For more information and images 
https://www.davosa.com/en/information/press-box/ 

 

 

DAVOSA online 

 

 http://www.facebook.com/DAVOSAwatches   

 https://www.instagram.com/davosa_watches/  

 www.davosa.com   
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